Quin Navy Clock Instructions
Battery Type: This item requires ONE 1.5 Volt AA Alkaline battery for operation. The
battery is not included.
To Install the Battery: First remove the cover from the rear of the clock to expose the
battery compartment. The cover is held to the back with four magnets and can be
removed simply by using the finger purchase cutouts located at the 12 and 6 o’clock
positions. Pull the cover off. Once removed, insert one 1.5 volt AA battery (NOT
INCLUDED) into the battery compartment, matching the terminal direction with what is
displayed on the inside of the battery compartment. The clock movement should start to
operate immediately. Replace the cover.
During operation, should clock fail to function properly or should the alarm start to sound
"fuzzy" and weak, replace the battery with a new one and assure that is correctly
positioned in the battery compartment.
To Set the Time: A TIME SET dial is located at the back of the clock. Rotate this dial
until the correct time is reached.
To Set the Alarm: Turn the ALARM SET dial counter-clockwise as indicated by the
arrow next to the knob until the alarm hand indicates the desired alarm time. To activate
the alarm, the button at the top must be in the left/”On” position. To turn off the alarm,
the button at the top must be in the right/”Off” position.
Battery Safety Information:
To avoid explosion or leakage, do not dispose of batteries in a fire or attempt to recharge
standard or alkaline batteries.
Please dispose of batteries safely according to the battery manufacturer’s instructions
and state and local codes.
If battery leakage occurs and comes in contact with the skin or eyes, wash immediately
with plenty of water.
Batteries should be handled under adult supervision.
If the device is not to be used for a long period of time, remove the battery to prevent or
injury from possible battery leakage.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS:
Wipe Clean with a soft, dry cloth
Do not use any abrasive or solvent-based cleaners.

Thank you for your purchase

